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Why publish? 
• It provides instant and usually credible, 

recognition of your achievements as a researcher.

• A paper in a credible journal lends support that 
you have all the right ingredients in your 
`research package’

• Your publication list often speak loudest in your 
attempt to apply for funding, scholarships and of 
course…promotion.

• Some universities require peer-reviewed papers 
to graduate.

In most world-class research universities, journal publication 
is the heart-and-soul of every academic...



Publications
• Non-peer reviewed: magazines, 

periodicals journals, proceedings 
- least credible.

• Peer reviewed proceedings - less 
credible

• Peer reviewed journals - less 
credible

• Journals with database indexing - 
moderately credible

• Journals with impact factor - 
credible

• Journals with high impact factor 
- most credible

Predatory journals
• Choose your journal wisely, and only publish your 

paper with reputable journal.

• Most predatory journals have limited or no peer 
review process.  You can publish any crap in these 
journals. Some of them even have impact factors.

• Check out the Beall’s list for the list of predatory 
journal publishers:  https://scholarlyoa.com/
publishers/

• e.g.. Omics,  Academic Journals, Academic Journals 
Inc, Eurojournals, etc 



2 important websites
• http://webofknowledge.com 

• http://scopus.com

A few important terms in 
journal publication...

• Citation

• Impact factor

• h-index



Citation
• When a published article gets cited in 

another publication, it is considered as a 
citation.

• With the modern bibliographic database 
system, we are able to track every time a 
paper get cited in another paper.  

• Thus, over a period of time, we would able to 
know how many times the paper has gotten 
cited.

Why ‘citation’?
• Some 90% of papers that have been published in 

academic journals were never cited. Indeed, as 
many as 50% of papers were never read by anyone 
other than their authors, referees and journal 
editors (Meho 2006).

• Higher citation is often thought to indicate the 
significance of one’s work, especially when it gets 
cited over and over again by researchers from 
different parts of the world.

• Increase in citation will also increase the h-index 
of a particular researcher.

Impact factor
• An index that gives indication on the `importance’ of a 

particular journal.

• Derived from citation- how often other journals cite 
papers in that particular journal.

• May not be perfect.  While high impact factor journals 
are top ranked and of high quality, not all low impact 
factor journals are irrelevant. 

• Very much depended on field.  

• Sometimes, publishing in journal covering a narrower 
field maybe more difficult as the editorial board and 
reviewers are very strict.





How is impact factor (IF) 
determined?

• = the average number of citations received 
per paper published in that journal during the 
two preceding years.

• eg. Pest Management Science.  In 2014 and 
2015, a total of 240 and 198 papers were 
published respectively, and it received 835 and 
590 citations. Thus, its IF in 2016 was 
1425/438 = 3.253

Examples 
(Impact factors shown below based on data published in  2015)

• Nature (41.456), Science (33.611)

• Nature Genetics (29.352).

• New England Journal of Medicine (55.873)

• Lancet (45.217).

• Journal of Economic Entomology (1.506)

Can an entomology paper ever get into Science/Nature? 

It is possible if the work is seen to be of interest to its wide readers.....

Matsuura, K., E. L. Vargo, K. Kawatsu, P. E. Labadie, H. Nakano, T. Yashiro and 
K. Tsuji. 2009. Queen succession through asexual reproduction in termites. Science 323:1687.

Marina S. Ascunce, Chin-Cheng Yang, Jane Oakey, Luis Calcaterra, Wen-Jer 
Wu, Cheng-Jen Shih, Jérôme Goudet, Kenneth G. Ross, DeWayne Shoemaker. 
2011. Global Invasion History of the Fire Ant Solenopsis invicta.  Science 331: 1066 - 1068.

h-index
• also known as Hirsch-index, first 

proposed by Jorge Hirsch of UC San 
Diego.

• an index that attempts to measure both 
the productivity and impact of the 
published work of a scientist or scholar.

• based on the set of the scientist's most 
cited papers and the number of citations 
that they have received in other people's 
publications.

• The index works only for comparing 
scientists working in the same field.

• The weaknesses includes (1) h-index 
normally increases with career of the 
scientist, (2) it does not take into account 
paper with multiple authors.



h-index = 17

Checking your citation using Google Scholar 

Preparing a 
manuscript



Target the right journal
• Right as in

–Suitable/in accordance to your field

–In agreement with other authors

–Most important: suits your finding. High percentage of 
rejection are due to manuscript not fulfilling the scope 
or requirements of journal.

–We cannot rely on the title of the journal as scope for 
our manuscript. Read the Scope of the Journal properly 
to check if your manuscript are suitable for submission

Fulfilling scope
• Focus of a journal

• Standard of a journal

• Sometimes,  researchers 
may plan a particular 
series of experiment to 
target an acceptance in 
a particular journal as 
compared to doing the 
experiments first and 
then ask `now, where 
can I publish this?”

First draft (1)

• Are you a Rabbit, or a Tortoise?

• Rabbits - write everything on the page. Write it all 
at one go.   Usually complete the first draft within 
several hours. Often produce terrible first draft, and 
needs to be polished over and polished again.

• Tortoise - Work methodically, sometimes a 
sentence, or a para at a time. May take weeks to 
months before the first draft is out. Often requires 
less revision.



My postdocs and graduate students 
(cumulative time from writing to submission) 

Group 1
(Rabbit)

1 week

3 weeks

6 weeks

8 weeks

12 weeks

13 weeks

14 weeks

Group 2
(Tortoise)

2 months

2.5 month

3 months

Not required

Not required

3 months and 1 wk

3 months and 2 wk

Item
(Group)

First draft

2nd draft

3rd draft

4th draft

5th draft

Formatting

Submission

Group 3
(‘pregnant’ tortoise)

6 months

7 months

8 months

8.5 months

9 months

9.5 months

10 months

First draft (2)

• Everyone has a different tendency (rabbit/
tortoise) - it is OK to follow our own 
tendency, but try not to become a 
‘pregnant tortoise’.

• Start with the easiest section (eg. M&M).

• It is hard to start, but once the momentum 
is built, keep it going and do not stop.

An Approach to the Writing of a Scientific Manuscript 
Cetin and Hackman 2004 , J. Surgical Research



Title
• Most readable section of a paper.

• Database search and retrieval.

• Be specific to the context of the work.

• Should not exceed 50 characters.

• For paper involving a biological organism, 
the species name should be spelt out in 
full along with the authority name, or 
species name with Order and Family.

Compare these 3 titles..

• Studies on insecticide resistance profiles and its 
underlying mechanisms in field-collected 
populations of the German cockroach, Blattella 
germanica (L.) from Singapore.

• Insecticide resistance and its underlying 
mechanisms in Blattella germanica (L.) populations 
from Singapore.

• Insecticide resistance in Blattella germanica from 
Singapore.

Author(s)
• No general rule for the order of authors.

• First author is the senior author, usually 
the student who did the work, or one 
who wrote the paper.

• Corresponding author is normally the first 
author, or someone with a permanent 
position (eg. ‘the supervisor’).

• Degrees and titles are omitted.

• First name, followed by last name.  
Written as Chow-Yang Lee, and not Lee 
Chow Yang.

• For those without last name (surname), be 
consistent, eg. Abdul Karim Alias -- A.K. 
Alias, or A.A. Karim, or A. Abdul Karim.



Who should be an 
author?

• Should be decided before the 
work begins.

• Those who are involved in the 
work, eg. experimental design, 
experiment execution, data 
analysis and manuscript 
preparation.

• Shall accept intellectual 
responsibility for the work.

• “Hitch-riding” IS NOT be 
permissible.

Strange enough... but true

• No. citations increases with the number of authors and 
number of affiliations in the paper (Gomez 2009).

• No. citations correlated well with journal impact factors 
(Gomez 2009).

• The number of citations was positively correlated with the 
length of the title, the presence of “specific word” in the title 
and the presence of an acronym (Jacques & Sebire 2010).  The 
construction of an article title has a significant impact on 
frequently the paper is cited and likely due to the way electronic 
searches of the literature are undertaken.

• Factors that predicted poor citation included reference to a 
specific country in the title (eg. Malaysia, Kedah, etc) (Jacques & 
Sebire 2010) -- avoid this at all cause!

Population movement and population 
estimates of the American cockroach 

Periplaneta americana in a sewer system in 
Penang, Malaysia. 

Population ecology and movement of 
the American cockroach, Periplaneta 

americana in sewers in a tropical 
ecosystem



Abstract and key words

• Should be done LAST!

• Now, let us move on to 
Introduction!

Introduction

• Normally 2-3 paragraphs.

• Not a thesis! Don’t try to lecture/teach the editors/reviewers/readers 
common stuffs.

• 3 main statements

– State the important facts (caution, see point above!): What do we know? 

– State the current limitation/unknown/problem (which supports your 
objective): What don’t we know? 

– State your objective: What are we going to show? 

Introduction - last para

• Other than the abstract, most important 
paragraph in the paper.

• Should contains whenever applicable: 
objective(s), hypothesis(es), significance.

• Mirrors the conclusion paragraph of the 
Discussion.



Important
facts

Current
limitation

Objectives/
goals

Generally, 

• A paper should address ONE and at most, TWO 
main questions, and the failure to do this is one of 
the most common reasons for reviewers to reject 
a manuscript (Lambert et al, 2003). 

• Readers of highly specialized journals are easily 
turned off by lengthy explanations of what is 
common knowledge in the field; conversely, 
readers of general journals might need more 
background information to be able to follow the 
arguments.

Example.....

• If you are writing for Journal of Economic 
Entomology, you need not bore the readers with 
the importance of pest cockroaches....

• But, if you are writing for a more general journal 
(eg. Journal of Biological Sciences), you will need 
to state the above, because your readers are very 
diverse.



Materials & Methods (1) 

• Straight forward

• Not too long, yet not too simplified.

• Need to highlight important steps: 
modifications

• May quote similar steps

• As long as reviewers/readers understand 
what you did.

Materials & Methods (2) 

• Use subheaders to guide the reader.

• No results here!

• Provide complete materials list.

• If protocol/materials already published, 
summarize general approach in 1-2 sentences.

• Use simplest statistical test available.

Results
• Often separated from Discussion

• You have DATA in form of diagrams, charts, tables, 
photos

• Results are not DATA but interpretation of DATA

–Guide readers to DATA

–Highlight important part of DATA: trend, highest, 
lowest

–May provide actual figures. 



Results 
• In general, one should avoid the use of the term “data not 

shown”. If there are data that are worth describing, and if 
space is available, they should probably be shown.

• Make sure statistics make sense...  eg. 50% of German 
cockroaches were significantly (P < 0.05) affected by 
pyriproxyfen, 25% unaffected, while the fourth cockroach 
got away during the test.

• In a multiple experiments manuscript, its very useful to 
show a flow

• `having shown that…we next examined whether…’ 
• The results suggested that…we therefore further 

tested if …

Before you start with 
your Results.....

• Analyze your data.  

• Make plots and tables of the analyzed data.  These will help 
you visualise the data and see gaps in your data collection.  
If time permits, you can still go back and fill in the gaps.

• Once you have a complete set of plots and statistical tests, 
arrange the plots and tables in logical order.  

• Write figure captions.  As much as possible, they should 
stand alone in explaining the plots and tables.

• Once the plots and tables are complete, then only you 
start writing the Results.

How to refer table/figure from 
text

• Every figure and table included in the paper MUST be 
referred to from the text. Use sentences that draw the 
reader's attention to the relationship or trend you wish to 
highlight, referring to the appropriate Figure or Table only 
parenthetically:  “Germination rates were significantly higher after 24 
h in running water than in controls (Fig. 4).”

• eg. DNA sequence homologies for the purple gene from the 
four congeners (Table 1) show high similarity, differing by at 
most 4 base pairs.

• Avoid sentences that give no information other than directing 
the reader to the Figure or Table:  “Table 1 shows the 
summary results for male and female heights at Bates 
College.”



The Acid test.....
• Any table or figure you present must be 

sufficiently clear, well-labeled, and 
described by its caption to be 
understood by your intended audience 
(your reviewers) without reading the 
results section, i.e., it must be able to 
stand alone and be interpretable. 

• Overly complicated Figures or Tables 
may be difficult to understand in or out of 
context, so strive for simplicity 

Anatomy of 
a Table

Please note:

• the presence of a period (.) or colon (:) after "Table #".
• the caption goes above the Table;
• units are specified in column headings wherever appropriate;
• lines of demarcation are used to set legend, headers, data, and footnotes apart from one another.
• footnotes, if are used to clarify points in the table, or to convey repetitive information about entries;
• footnotes may also be used to denote statistical differences among groups.

THIS IS A BAD 
TABLE!

n % population gene frequency

40 36 0.94

49 44 0.96

No vertical line is required -- no demarcation of the column 
is required



Figures
• Big or small? A good rule of thumb is to size your figures to fill about one-

half of a page. Compound figures may require a full page.
• Color or no color? Most often black and white is preferred. The rationale 

is that if you need to photocopy or fax your paper, any information 
conveyed by colors will be lost to the reader. Every aspect of your Figure 
should convey information; never use color simply because it is pretty.

• Title or no title? Never use a title for Figures; the caption conveys all the 
necessary information and the title just takes up extra space. 

• Offset axes or not? Elect to offset the axes only when data points will be 
obscured by being printed over the Y axis.

• Error bars or not? Always include error bars (SD or SEM) when plotting 
means. You may also plot other measures associated with the mean, such 
as confidence intervals.

• Tick marks - Use common sense when deciding on major (numbered) 
versus minor ticks. Major ticks should be used to break up the range of 
values plotted. Within the major intervals, add minor interval ticks to 
subdivide the scale into logical units (i.e., a interval that is a factor of the 
major tick interval). 



3-D relationship 
Surface response plot

Innovative way to illustrate  
3-D relationship

Photograph

A

B

Figure 1:  Tunnelling activity of (A) Microcerotermes crassus, (B) Coptotermes gestroi under different soil 
moisture conditions (0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25%).  Five replicates were carried out, and each replicate 
consisted of 500 worker termites.

The resolution of the photograph must be high to ensure 
clarity (min 300 dpi)



Photograph and graph combined

Western blot 

Densitometer 
reading

Image manipulation

• Adjusting contrast is OK.

• Cropping an image for size is OK.

• Adding something to the image (by 
photoshop) is considered FRAUD.

• Be prepared to send in the original 
(unmanipulated) image files.

What is the BEST software 
for constructing figures?

DO NOT use MS Excel to construct your figures.  It is 
easy with Excel as you can copy and paste into your text.  
However, it is important that your figures can be saved as 
jpeg, tiff, gif, etc so that they can be used later for journal 

publishing.  
Minimum resolution: 300 dpi



What do you write in Results?
• Actual statement of observation, including statistics, tables 

and graphs.

• Information on range of variation.

• Break up your results in logical segments by using 
subheadings.

• Key results should be stated in clear sentences at the 
beginning of the paragraphs.

• Very little, no discussion.

• Subheaders would be useful.

• Focus on data related to stated objectives and hypotheses.

• Be selective, the journal paper is not your lab notebook.

Avoid these completely...

• You do not have to try to impress 
people  by using words most people 
have never heard of.

• Do not use colloquial speech, slang, etc.

• Do not use  contractions:"don't" must  
be "do not" and "isn't" must  be "is not" 
etc.

Terms and Phrases To Avoid
Terms/Phrases Comments

Jokes or puns They have no place in a formal document

Bad, good, nice, terrible, stupid
Do not make moral judgements. Use 

‘incorrect/correct’ to refer to factual or 
errors. perfect Nothing is....

an ideal solution Do not judge...

today, modern times Today is tomorrow’s yesterday

soon How soon? Now? Later tonight? Next 
decade?

...we were surprised to find even if you were, so what?

seem to show all that matters are the facts!

lots of, kind of, type of, something 
like, just about, in the light of vague & colloquial

few, most, Be precise, maybe use %.



Useless words....

• Words such as `Very, really, quite, 
basically, generally’ maybe omitted as 
they seldom add anything useful. Try the 
sentence without them and see if it 
improves.

“Activate’ your sentence
• The Active style is direct, vigorous, natural, 

and informative 

Passive: 
…to understand the mechanism of insecticide 

resistance, German cockroaches were collected from 
the field and biochemical assays were performed 
(passive, indirect, play safe) 

Active: 
to understand the mechanism of insecticide resistance, 

the authors collected field German cockroaches and 
performed biochemical assays....

Writing Discussion



Discussion

• Hardest section to write.

• Show the significance of work, often in the concluding 
paragraph.

• Do not introduce new data. 

• Explains what the results mean.

• Interprets the data.

• Compares the findings with other research.

• Evaluate its importance.

• Points out the limitation of your research.

• Raises questions for future directions.

Blue provides
SUPPORT

Yellow highlights
RESULTS

Red provides
SUGGESTION

What about having both Results & 
Discussion combined?

• Depending on the study, but not encouraged....

• It is best to ‘quarantine’ your observation from your 
interpretations.

• It is important that the author make it crystal clear to the reader 
which statement are observation and which ones are 
interpretation.

• This will enable the reader to absorb; frequent shifts of mental 
mode not required.

• If you ‘insist’, it is best to have physical separation between both 
into different paragraphs.

• Don’t worry if your Results look short.



Conclusions
• What is the strongest and most important 

statement that you can make from your 
observation?

• If you met the reader in a meeting (say 6 months 
from now), what do you want them to remember in 
your work?

• the ELEVATOR (LIFT) CHALLENGE....

• Include the broader implication of your results.

• Do not repeat word for word in the abstract, 
introduction, or discussion.

Acknowledgements
• Courtesy, not science.

• Financier (eg. grants), technical assistance, 
proof-reading.
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How to list references
• For single and 2 authors papers, cite the surname (last name) of the author(s).


• For more than 2 authors paper, cite the surname (last name) of the first author 
followed by et al.


• Lee CY.  1998.  Control of insecticide-resistant German cockroaches, Blattella germanica (L.) 
(Dictyoptera: Blattellidae) in food-outlets with hydramethylnon-based bait stations.  Tropical 
Biomedicine 15: 45-51. 

• Lee CY & CY Heng.  2000.  Effects of food and water deprivation on nymphal development, adult 
fecundity and insecticide susceptibility in German cockroaches, Blattella germanica (L.).  Trop. Biomed. 
17: 27 – 34. 

• Lee CY, HH Yap & NL Chong.  1998.  Sublethal effects of deltamethrin and propoxur on German 
cockroaches, Blattella germanica (L.) (Dictyoptera: Blattellidae).  Entomol. Exp. et Appl. 89: 137-145. 

• The first and second papers above will be cited as Lee (1998), and Lee & Heng 
(2000), while the third paper will be cited as Lee et al. (2007).


• When there are more than one paper by the same author(s) being cited, the first 
paper should be cited with an ‘a’, followed by a ‘b’ for the second paper, and so 
on.

Abstract
Covers…

! Background

! Question asked

! Experiment(s) done

! Results found (Key results found /prefer summaries)

! The answer to the question asked

! Implication, speculation, or recommendation



The 2nd draft and onwards

• After the first draft, allow 1 - 2 weeks before 
you look back at the manuscript.

• Go through the entire paper and ask yourself 
the following: (1) are the reasoning and 
supporting argument logical, (2) are the results 
and discussion organized around the objectives 
and hypotheses.

• After that, begin to look into the manuscript 
and edit for format, grammar, conciseness, 
gracefulness of your sentence.



Some useful tips in writing

• “Cutting” is always useful

• Some believe in very 
concise, direct, frank 
statements. 

• Read and reread your 
draft and ask- can I be 
more economical without 
diluting the meaning? 

Style
• Concentrate on subject-verb-object order.

• Activate your sentence.  Passive voice reverses the order.

• eg. I wrote the sentence (Yes), instead of ... The sentence was 
written by me (no!).

• eg. We initiated the experiment to study the mechanism of 
insecticide resistance in the German cockroach (Yes), instead 
of ... The experiment was initiated to study the mechanism of 
insecticide resistance in the German cockroach (No!).

• Minimize ‘hedging’.  Normally, scientists like to hedge to qualify 
our statements to allow unknown contingencies, or to allow 
escape. 

• Common hedge words:  probably, possibly, apparently, not 
unlikely, suggest, seem, may be.....

Minimize verbiage....
• example:  We all go the school by walking on 

our feet....

• can be simplified to:  We walk to school.

• example:  The forest cockroach population was 
surveyed in the Penang National Park by 
collecting them in the leaf litter on the floor of 
the forest.

• can be simplified to:  We collected and surveyed 
cockroach population in forest leaf litter of the 
Penang National Park 



Scientific name, authority 
and abbreviation

• The first time a scientific name is mentioned in the text, it has to be spelt in 
full, followed by the authority name.


• After that, the genus name is abbreviated.


1st time: Supella longipalpa (Fabricius). 

2nd time and beyond: S. longipalpa. 

• Exception: When a sentence starts with a scientific name, the name should be 
spelt in full (but no authority name is required if it has been mentioned before).


Supella longipalpa, also known as brown-banded cockroach, is a 
cosmopolitan species that could survive arid conditions (instead of S. 
longipalpa, also known as brown-banded………..).

Grammar and logic
• Fact:  X showed a higher level of resistance to 

permethrin than Y.

• “The resistance level of X was higher than Y”, OR 
“the resistance level of X was higher than that of  
Y.”

• When to use ‘larva, larvae, larval’ --- a single larva 
(sing.), many larvae (plu.), larval development 
(adj.).

• The larval development.....vs.  the development of 
larva....

Focus on results, not the 
people/circumstances

• “After working eight hours in the lab that night, we 
realised ...” --- No place in the paper!

• “I arrived to the results after ..... ‘ -- NO!

• ‘If the cat had not crawled through the hole in the floor’, 
we might not have discovered that the building was 
infested by termites’ --- NO!

• Never attribute any events to mystical causes or imply that 
strange forces have affected your results  - eg. ‘After 
several tries, God Willing, we managed to link the effect of 
temperature with larval development.” - NO!

• Stick to plain facts.



Avoid self-assessment (both 
praise and criticism)

• “The method described in this paper 
represents a major breakthrough in the 
way to isolate termites”...

• You are not the person to decide 
whether it is ‘earth-shaking’!

Knowledge vs data

• Results are analysed data from an 
experiment.

• ‘Knowledge’ implies that the facts have 
been analysed, condensed, or combined 
with facts from other experiments to 
produce useful information.

Cause and effect

• A manuscript must carefully separate cause-
effect relationship.

• eg. if the insects cultured in Prof X’s lab 
require more food than those in Prof Y’s lab, it 
may not have anything to do with the 
professor, his/her lab or the person keeping 
the culture, but could be due to differences in 
strain, rearing condition, etc.



Drawing only warranted 
conclusions

• One must be careful only to draw conclusion that 
the evidence supports.

• Eg. if one carried out laboratory evaluation on some 
field populations of cockroaches and found 
insecticide resistance, he/she should not conclude 
that control failure will be experienced in the field.  

• Only and unless all aspects are covered (lab and 
field studies) can one draw such a conclusion.

• However, it is OK, to use the word like ‘possible’, 
‘suggested that’... (hedging....)

Commerce and Science
• Never draws conclusion about the 

economic viability or commercial success of 
an idea/method, nor does one speculate 
about the history of development or origin 
of an idea.

• A scientist must be objective about the 
merits of an idea independent of its 
commercial popularity.

• Also, never assumes that commercial 
success is a valid measure of merit.

Politics and Science
• A scientist avoids all political influences 

when assessing ideas.

• It DOES NOT matter whether government, 
political parties, religious groups, or any 
organizations endorse an idea.

• It also does not matter whether the idea 
came from a nobel laureate or a first year 
student.

• One must assess the idea independent of 
the source.



Important questions to consider

• What is the right journal for my paper?  

• Journal impact factor (but remember... high impact 
equates to high rejection rate as well).

• Suitability of the work for the journal.

• Avoid salami science -- you will not gain any respect 
for your work until the very end....

• Example, instead of publishing one solid paper, you 
break your results into different parts and publish 
them separately as short-communication

Before submission of 
paper to journal....

• Prepare the manuscript according to the journal 
format - see instruction to authors.

• Prepare a cover letter.

• Spell names of journal and editor correctly.

• Suggest names of at least 3 possible reviewer(s) in 
the letter.

• Make sure every author on the manuscript has 
gone through the paper and agree!



Manuscript Submission - electronic

• Most international journals now use online 
submission system.

• Need to log in (register if you have not) first, before 
submission.

• Make sure you have the correct file format for 
submission.  Most journals want .tiff for image file.  
Some journals still do not accept .docx up to today.

• Each submission can take between 30 - 60 min, so 
make sure you have ample time when you are 
planning a submission.

Your paper reviewers.....



Reviewer guidelines

• Focus on science first, then the writing.

• Do not discuss manuscript with authors.

• Review within the time specified by the editor.

• Identify potential conflict-of-interest.

• Unpublished manuscript is confidential and is not 
to be shared, copied or distributed without 
permission.

Academic misconduct

• Plagiarism -- BIG CRIME IN ACADEMIA - 
direct quotation or word-for-word 
transcription, mixed paraphrase, 
unacknowledged paraphrase.

• Data manipulation (rather than acquired) - 
too meticulous.

• Duplicate publication - submit to one 
journal at a time; cannot publish data twice, 
even if the text is rewritten.

Data manipulation



Plagiarism

Text

Editorial decision

• Guided by the reviewers.

• Solely decided by the editor.

• Responses:

• Accept without changes (almost non-existence 
unless non peer-reviewed).

• Minor modification (rare)

• Major modification (normal)

• Rejected (normal)

major revision...



rejection....

How to handle rejection

• Don’t take it personal.

• Look at the constructive comments and rectify the 
manuscript accordingly.

• You can resubmit it to another journal.

• If you are unhappy with the comments made by the 
reviewers, you may rebut and resubmit (depending 
to journal).

• When responding, please be diplomatic.

Revision to the manuscript

• Make appropriate revisions in manuscript.

• Respond point-by-point for each of the comments 
raised.

• Do not miss out any comment.

• If you disagree with any comment, please rebut.

• Make a list of the changes made.

• Revise and send back within the given time frame.



acceptance....



Proofs
★Prelim. copy of the 
printed article.
★Usually requires quick 
turnaround (often within 
48 hours).
★Go through it very 
carefully, word-by-word 
to check for any typo.
★Mark the typo with a 
distinctive color ink, or 
annotate using Adobe 
Professional.

Copyright transfer 

• Copyright is a legal barrier to duplicate publication.

• Usually transferred to the publisher for peer-
reviewed journal papers.

• Transfer form must be completed and signed by 
corresponding authors (or all authors).

• Form is normally returned together with the marked 
proof.

When the paper get 
published.....



Remember…

• The TRUE purpose of a scientific paper is to communicate 
results and analysis to the wider scientific community.

• The better a paper is written, the more readers it will 
attract and the more citations it is likely to receive. 

• Unfortunately, the scientific and medical literature is still 
abundant with lengthy, unclear prose that is likely to 
confuse readers, even those who are familiar with the 
subject (Brendan and Roy, 2006)

• So, put that extra effort to make your article readable!

Happy Writing and Good Luck

Chow-Yang Lee  
Universiti Sains Malaysia 

http://chowyang.com 


